It’s COOL to be a HIL Project School!
Our STUDENTS
appreciate…

Our STAFF
appreciates…

Our LEADERS
appreciate…

• Expanded CHOICE
of books that inspire
interest

• Approaching literacy
with more FOCUS,
INTENTION, and JOY

• SHARED OWNERSHIP of the work,
with everyone knowing how to play
their role

• Easier ACCESS to
books they can read

• Feeling INCLUDED in
all literacy planning
and decision-making

• ALIGNMENT of adult behaviors to the
literacy strategies being implemented

• Learning experiences
designed to help them
FEEL SUCCESSFUL
• More ways to GROW
and SHOW what they
know
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• Being VALIDATED for
work that is working
• Knowing how to
PRIORITIZE literacy
strategies to meet
student needs

• Being STRATEGIC about equipping,
empowering, and encouraging staff
• Maintaining a 360-DEGREE
PICTURE of literacy in our school
• Experiencing LITERACY-FOCUSED
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT that
lives every day in every room—and
doesn’t just stay on a shelf

Here is a sample of what HIL Project
principals and teacher leaders are saying:
“The support is priceless!
Every week I have an
expert…guiding me to best
support my students and
staff.”
“HIL has become the
umbrella of our school
improvement efforts, with
every component fitting into
strengthening literacy and
instruction in general.”
“The difference [is] the HIL
process has a studentcentered emphasis; it
requires that the teacher
involve the student as a
partner in the learning
process.”
“The HIL process is more
specific and geared toward
literacy and the Essentials.
Other improvement processes
have been so broad. HIL
provides FOCUS…[we
are] more INTENTIONAL
around the literacy work.”
“Through the step-by-step
[HIL process], we are
working with what WE
need, not what others
have or have done. We are
focused and have a plan
on where to go next. I see
people growing, wanting to
learn and asking questions.”
“[We now have] an intervention
plan to get all students up to
grade level in reading that
is data-driven, researchbased and works! We are
seeing huge gains for our
students and less students
below grade level in reading
every day.”
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“The HIL model began with
a well-designed plan
of implementation and
support…but definitely also
allows our school to take
ownership of the process
and have it progress in a
way that is meaningful to
our staff, students, and other
community stakeholders.”
“The most visible change is
the access to classroom
libraries for our students…
utilized to ensure that
students have access to
books they want to read and
that will help them to develop
a love of literature.”
“The most significant change
has been the work around
our K-5 Commitments and
the Scope and Sequence
for reading at each grade
level. Just getting that down
in writing has been huge!”
“Being provided an unbiased
facilitator and [instructional
rounds] team…to help guide
our school through specific
protocols to determine our
school’s greatest needs…we
aren’t overwhelmed [because
HIL provides] funds and time
to make changes happen.”
“The HIL model involves
teachers in all aspects of
reading improvement…they
are often leading the way…
not administrator driven,
although administrator
support is required.”

“The most significant change…
[we are] more organized
and [involve] more people
in the process. Staff
members [are] informed more
frequently of where we are
and where we are going….
This alone helps with
[staff] buy-in.”
“[The HIL process] doesn’t
feel so much like school
improvement, but working
together with new ideas
and leadership from a
fresh perspective. We have
given literacy a greater focus
and have added ownership to
our students.”
“The project is making
our work ‘real-time.’ We
can’t forget because we
are revising each week.
We are collaborating with
each other and, we are
having meaningful
conversations. Our principal
is more engaged. We want to
learn!”
“I feel other programs or ideas
for “change” don’t happen,
because…life and school
get busy and then nothing
happens…. [HIL] has been
very different…[causing] us
all to stay accountable and
to work as a team…. I have
noticed a huge change this
school year!”

